10th October 2017

I-CAR ANNOUNCES GOLD CLASS FOR B&A MOTOR BODY REPAIRS
I-CAR Australia Gold Class Coordinator Gary Wood today announced that B&A Motor Body Repairs
in Clayton, Victoria has been awarded the prestigious I-CAR Gold Class Collision status.
“Dominic and the team at B&A Motor Body Repairs have shown great commitment to the training
program that was developed 14 months ago. Through a combination of Virtual classroom sessions,
ITA training in conjunction with PPG and participation in the I-CAR welding certification they fully
deserve the recognition of I-CAR Gold Class status” said Mr Wood.
“We are very proud of our team who through their great efforts and willingness to learn have helped
us achieve this high level of training standard. Partnering with I-CAR has assisted us to gain the
confidence to meet the many changes within the industry to ensure we are prepared for the future.
Our team have enjoyed the benefits of their individual accreditation, whilst the company has gained
the commitment and vital process of making continual professional development a standard practice.
This has enabled us to efficiently deliver quality and safe repairs, by a team that has been highly
trained to ultimately benefit our customers” explained Tony Mazzeo.
“The Gold Class status is the highest level of accreditation within the I-CAR Professional
Development Program and will compliment B&A Motor Body Repairs value of quality & safety by
ensuring they have the technology and capabilities to deliver on every repair” added Mr Wood.

I-CAR, founded in 1979, is an international, not-for-profit, training
organization dedicated to improving the quality, safety and efficiency of
auto collision repair for the ultimate benefit of the consumer.
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